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Preface

With growing expectations from investors, customers, suppliers, employees 
and communities, companies are recognizing the importance of being trans-
parent about their sustainability performance and their ability to operate their 
company in a sustainable manner. Sustainability reporting has grown signifi-
cantly in the past few years amongst publicly-traded companies in Canada. 

What is sustainability reporting? Sustainability reporting refers to reporting 
on a company’s social, environmental, governance and economic performance 
as well as communicating the company’s values, priorities and action plans 
in these four areas and showing how sustainability is linked to the company’s 
strategy. 

A Starter’s Guide to Sustainability Reporting (Guide) has been developed  
and is a publication from The Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada 
(CPA Canada). This Guide was approved for development by CPA Canada’s 
Canadian Performance Reporting Board (CPRB). 

This Guide is an excellent starting point for new or early-stage sustainability 
reporters and is useful for small and mid-sized public companies as well as 
large corporations. The focus of this Guide is to provide a roadmap on how 
to get started on your sustainability reporting, the reporting choices available, 
the process and resources involved, as well as the relevant tools and guidance 
available.

The CPRB is responsible for providing vision and leadership to the work of CPA 
Canada in advancing the measurement and reporting of organizational perfor-
mance, focusing on publicly trading entities. In fulfilling its mandate, the CPRB 
approved the development of A Starter’s Guide to Sustainability Reporting. The 
use of disclosure examples within this publication should not be construed as 
an endorsement or opinion by CPA Canada or the CPRB on the appropriate-
ness of the specific company’s sustainability reporting. 
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We welcome comments about this guidance. These comments should be sent 
to the CPA Canada contact noted below. 

December 2013

CPA Canada Contact:
Pamela Campagnoni, CPA, CA
CPA (Illinois)
Principal, Research, Guidance & Support
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada
277 Wellington Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3H2
email: pcampagnoni@cpacanada.ca

CPA Canada is the national organization representing the Chartered Profes-
sional Accountant (CPA) profession in Canada. The mission of the CPA Canada 
is to foster confidence in the CPA profession by acting in the public interest 
and providing our members with the skills and resources to excel. In support 
of this mission, CPA Canada’s Canadian Performance Reporting Board (CPRB) 
advances the relevance and quality of business reporting for Canadian entities. 
The views expressed in this publication are non-authoritative and have  
not been endorsed by CPA Canada. 
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Executive Summary

This Guide provides first time and early stage reporting companies — which may 
include multi-national corporations and small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) — with a variety of helpful resources, step-by-step advice, and practical 
examples to start them on their sustainability reporting journey. In the context 
of this Guide, sustainability refers to sustainable development that “meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs”1 and reporting extends beyond the development of 
a print report, so that companies may consider several ways to inform and 
engage with stakeholders (e.g., online communication, social media). Sustain-
ability reporting refers to a variety of approaches that organizations can take 
to communicate their environmental, social, economic and governance-related 
priorities, programs and performance.

The business case for developing and improving sustainability reporting in 
many regions and sectors is becoming loud and clear. While growing expecta-
tions from clients, customers, investors, communities and other stakeholders 
are encouraging many companies to report on environmental, social, economic 
and governance related priorities, risks and performance, a focused sustain-
ability report can do much more than meet these expectations. Proactively 
reporting on industry issues and recent events, for instance, can improve a 
company’s reputation and the engagement of its stakeholders in challeng-
ing times. Additionally, the process of developing a report can improve a first 
time or early stage reporting company’s sustainability strategy, objectives and 
programs. 

While the way that a company reports on sustainability may include a diverse 
combination of print and web-based media, what it reports is becoming more 
consistent. The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) has recognized reporting 

1 Brundtland, GH (1987) Our Common Future, World Commission on Environment and Development, Oxford 
University Press
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guidelines, which include principles that are similar to those of the Manage-
ment’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A). The GRI Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines have been increasingly adopted across industries — by both publicly 
traded and privately owned companies — to help companies clearly and cred-
ibly communicate their sustainability priorities and performance.

A challenge for many first time and early stage reporting companies is in get-
ting their house in order so that they can plan and deliver a reporting process 
that makes the best use of their time and people, and offers added value to 
their communication, engagement and strategic priorities. Consequently, a 
roadmap of key steps, related objectives and practical advice is offered to 
ensure that companies can have a well-managed approach, by being engaged 
with colleagues and key stakeholders, focused on high-priority topics, and 
mindful of how they can improve how they inform and engage. 

Effective practices in sustainability reporting from several industries are pro-
filed based on eight areas that focus on what companies are communicating 
and how they are informing and engaging their stakeholders: 
• scope and strategy
• governance and accountability
• stakeholder inclusiveness
• high-priority focus areas 
• key performance indicators, performance and impact
• balance and clarity
• credibility
• institutionalization of sustainability reporting

Developing a sustainability report can be challenging for first time and early 
stage reporters, particularly for companies with a small reporting team and/or 
high aspirations. The benefits of a phased approach are considered, as a way 
for companies to avoid over-stretching their resources in the short term, while 
laying out an achievable plan for meeting their reporting aspirations in the 
mid-term. 

Further support on how to propose, plan, develop and improve sustainability 
reporting is offered by referring to resources provided by a variety of leading 
reporting experts and practitioners. However, mastering sustainability reporting 
will come largely from experience, and by developing a wide-ranging network 
of fellow reporting practitioners and engaged peers.
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CHAPTER 1

What Is the Current State  
of Sustainability Reporting? 

Reporting on your company’s sustainability priorities and performance is now 
common in the United States, Europe and other parts of the world, includ-
ing Canada, as virtually all large Canadian companies report on sustainability 
in some way. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Canada are also 
reporting on sustainability, often in response to demands for sustainability 
information coming from investors, consumers and large corporate customers. 

Sustainability performance has become a key factor in influencing purchas-
ing and business decisions, and is now recognized as a potential competitive 
advantage. This has made sustainability reporting an important strategic tool 
and an essential part of corporate communications. 

The process of developing sustainability reporting can improve strategic plan-
ning, by enabling companies to be aware of key risks and opportunities, as a 
result of tracking performance and engaging with key stakeholders, to improve 
in areas not previously considered as high priority.

Who Reads Sustainability Information?
A company’s social, economic and environmental performance is relevant to 
diverse groups of stakeholders:
• Consumers review sustainability reports to help choose preferred product 

and service providers. 
• Businesses use sustainability reports to assess potential partners and 

suppliers. 
• Employees look at sustainability reports because they want to be informed 

about, and engaged in, their company’s sustainability activities. 
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• Students read sustainability reports to evaluate prospective employers. 
• Regulators review sustainability reports to learn more about company and 

sector issues and performance, while considering the accuracy and validity 
of company claims.

• Investors and financial analysts use sustainability reports to inform their 
investment projections and decisions based on an organization’s future 
risks and opportunities.2 

The Business Case for Sustainability Reporting
Pressure to report on sustainability may come from a variety of influential par-
ties including consumers, clients, investors, employees, directors, suppliers and 
corporations. A SME’s sustainability information is often useful to larger com-
panies (i.e., clients/customers), which are expected to report on their supply 
chain commitments and performance. SMEs that provide this information are 
increasingly competitive3 and statistics show that reporting on sustainability 
performance is a growing business priority: 
• In Canada, disclosure of sustainability issues and performance among the 

200 most publicly traded companies grew by 40% between 2011 and 2012, 
with 122 companies (61%) reporting on sustainability in 2012.4

• The number of S&P 500 companies producing sustainability reports rose 
from 19% in 2010 to 53% in 2011. 

• 95% of the Fortune Global 250 (multinational) companies currently provide 
information on their sustainability policies and performance.5 

• SME sustainability reports have consistently grown over the last 20 years, 
with businesses based in Japan, Italy, Spain, Australia and the U.S. leading 
the pack.6

• New research suggests that companies that publicly disclose their sustain-
ability performance outperform those that don’t.7

2 Deloitte (2006). Deloitte Sustainability Survey Scorecard, www.deloitte.com/view/en_pt/pt/7175c5275d0fb
110VgnVCM100000ba42f00aRCRD.htm#

3 Cohen, E. (2013). Current State of Sustainability Reporting, Do Sustainability

4 Carbon Disclosure Project (2012). Canada 200 Climate Change Report, http://bit.ly/1cMd53s

5 Global Reporting Initiative (2011). Report or Explain, http://bit.ly/12jRdLH

6 Cohen, E. (2013). Current State of Sustainability Reporting, Do Sustainability

7 Global Reporting Initiative (online resource), http://bit.ly/12sSIrl

www.deloitte.com/view/en_pt/pt/7175c5275d0fb110VgnVCM100000ba42f00aRCRD.htm#
www.deloitte.com/view/en_pt/pt/7175c5275d0fb110VgnVCM100000ba42f00aRCRD.htm#
http://bit.ly/1cMd53s
http://bit.ly/12jRdLH
http://bit.ly/12sSIrl
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The process of developing a report can significantly improve a first time or 
early stage reporter’s systems and practices. The report can be the catalyst for 
ensuring that a reporter’s sustainability program is focused and well managed. 
As a result, the reporting process can improve how early stage reporters iden-
tify high-priority topics (e.g., issues, risks, opportunities), evaluate performance, 
engage with key stakeholders, and ultimately improve corporate reputation 
and performance.8

Reporting Trends
Some of the most significant recent trends in sustainability reporting are: 

Multiple reporting formats — With few legislative requirements for sustainability 
reporting, Canadian companies can choose the reporting methodology and 
format that best suits their business goals. To reach diverse groups of stake-
holders, many companies produce their reports using a combination of the 
following formats: 
• full printed report
• online PDF report
• sustainability dedicated microsite
• summary sustainability reports
• site, theme and/or project-specific reports

8 Cohen, E. (2013). Current State of Sustainability Reporting, Do Sustainability
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For instance, in 2013 New Gold Inc., an intermediary Canadian mining com-
pany, produced a printed sustainability summary report and put their full 
sustainability report on a microsite.9

9 New Gold 2012 Sustainability Report (online resource), http://2012sustainabilityreport.newgold.com

http://2012sustainabilityreport.newgold.com
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Many businesses still produce a traditional printed sustainability report, but 
also use social media channels to draw attention to, and get feedback on, their 
recent reports. Some examples include an infographic report produced by 
MHPM Project Managers Inc., which could be shared, explained and discussed 
using social media.10 

© 2012 mhpm
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10 MPHM (online resource), www.mhpm.com/en/csr/20102011csr.aspx
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Using social media platforms also lets companies work with stakeholders who 
can help them identify risks and uncover new market and partnership oppor-
tunities. Because they allow stakeholders to offer feedback without needing to 
leave their office, home or classroom, these tools may enable the company to 
engage with broader audiences and gain new insights. For example, TD Bank 
(@TD_Canada) uses Twitter to engage with customers and gather insights 
about what matters to them, as well as insights relating to TD Bank’s products, 
services and brand. 

Evolving reporting guidelines — Reporting guidelines, including the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, are evolving 
towards standardization. Initiatives such as the Mining Association of Canada’s 
Towards Sustainable Mining program are also representative of this move to a 
more uniform process and metrics-driven reporting.

Metrics-driven reporting — Sustainability reporting has shifted from telling 
stories about programs and people, to offering focused performance metrics, 
targets and data, along with context. This level of detail helps stakeholders 
identify whether a reporting company is meeting its targets and if its sustain-
ability performance is aligned with its broader strategic vision.
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Advanced transparency — Sustainability reporting may not be mandatory, but 
stakeholder demand for comprehensive disclosure is growing. Consequently, 
the “report or explain” principle is becoming more common globally. While 
companies can choose whether or not to report on specific sustainability 
topics, increasingly there is an expectation that they must explain what infor-
mation is omitted and why. The goal of “report or explain” transparency is 
to provide stakeholders with a fuller understanding of the extent of risks and 
opportunities and the mitigation activities being taken by management.11 

Improved data and processes — More attention is being paid to the quality of 
sustainability reporting data. To bolster stakeholder confidence, companies are 
increasingly improving their internal audit practices and engaging independent 
experts to review their reporting. While not mandatory, there is a global trend 
toward independent validation, with 46% of reports listed on GRI’s Sustainabil-
ity Disclosure Database indicating the use of external assurance in 2012.12  
In Canada, of the 102 companies that reported according to the GRI Guide-
lines, 40 companies had their report reviewed externally, as indicated by the 
designation “GRI-Checked” or “Third Party Checked”.13

Chartered professional accountants are becoming more involved — CPAs have 
a long history and experience in reporting, controls and management systems, 
which can be useful to organizations as they develop their reporting processes. 
The role of CPAs is now also expanding to include sustainability reporting. 
The growing understanding that environmental and social factors can directly 
impact a company’s financial performance has led CPAs to become more 
involved in sustainability strategy, programs, performance and disclosure. 

Employees are a key stakeholder group — Early sustainability reports were 
often viewed as a response to a specific event or the result of a CEO’s pioneer-
ing vision. Now they are regarded as a broad reflection of a company’s culture. 
Employees’ ideas and concerns are incorporated into sustainability strategies, 
and companies that fail to gain buy-in from employees face an uphill battle 
when trying to put sustainability goals into practice.

Greenhouse gas (GHG) reporting remains relevant — Despite regulatory 
uncertainty, companies are increasingly reporting on their GHG emissions 
and related risks and opportunities linked to the anticipated effects of climate 
change. These disclosures are being made in sustainability reports and through 

11 Global Reporting Initiative (2011). Report or Explain

12 Global Reporting Initiative (2013). The External Assurance of Sustainability Reporting. p. 7

13 Global Reporting Initiative (2013). Research conducted on the Sustainability Disclosure Database  
for Canadian companies reporting in 2012, http://database.globalreporting.org/search

http://database.globalreporting.org/search
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investor-driven initiatives including the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).  
Similarly, there is also a move toward increasing disclosure around water- 
related issues.

Prioritizing topics in sustainability — Influential organizations, including the GRI, 
are encouraging reporting companies to move away from broad-based “box-
ticking” disclosure and toward reporting on areas they have identified as high 
priorities (i.e., “material”) for their business and key stakeholders. This shift will 
lead companies to focus and report on areas of greater strategic value. 

Supply chain accountability — As part of their corporate sustainability pro-
grams, large commercial players, including Unilever, McDonald’s and Wal-Mart, 
are reporting more on their supply chains while requiring suppliers to commit 
to new standards, guidelines and objectives. Simply put, when sustainability 
becomes a top priority for your biggest clients and customers, it needs to 
become a top priority for your business.
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CHAPTER 2

Guidelines

There are many guidelines and standards that can be used in sustainability 
reporting. They include comprehensive, globally recognized approaches like 
the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, issue-specific initiatives such as  
the CDP, and industry-specific guidelines like the Mining Association of Cana-
da’s Towards Sustainable Mining principles and performance elements. 

While these guidelines vary with respect to their disclosure requirements,  
they provide a systematic method for reviewing and reporting on sustainability 
performance. Reflecting the influence of financial reporting, including the  
Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A), guidelines such as the GRI 
recommend (or require) approaches similar to those used for reporting on 
financial performance.

In order to meet growing expectations for environmental, social and economic 
performance disclosure, many companies follow more than one guideline to 
cover all of their sustainability priorities. Most sustainability disclosure guide-
lines have been designed, or revised, to work with other guidelines in a com-
plementary manner (e.g., GRI, CDP and the United Nations Global Compact).

GRI Reporting Principles
The most widely used guidelines for helping companies measure and report on 
economic, environmental, social performance and governance were developed 
by the Global Reporting Initiative, and both the organization and its sustainabil-
ity reporting guidelines are usually referred to as the “GRI”. 

As the globally accepted guidelines for sustainability reporting, the GRI offers 
principles and disclosures that are widely applied across sectors, industries and 
regions. The GRI is flexible as it allows for companies to report on a limited 
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number of high-priority topics (as a “Core” level reporter) or on all aspects (as 
a “Comprehensive” reporter). This flexibility helps to ensure that the GRI is suit-
able for businesses of any size.

For more information on how to apply the GRI’s principles and disclosures, 
refer to the GRI website at www.globalreporting.org/.

Comparing MD&A and GRI Reporting Principles
Though it uses different language and indicators, the GRI is strongly influenced 
by financial reporting requirements and its central principles are comparable 
to those found in the MD&A. This may explain why the GRI has been able to 
establish credibility among corporate sustainability reporters, a growing num-
ber of industry analysts and other key audiences. 

A Similar Approach
As shown below, several key disclosure principles set out in the MD&A are also 
reflected in the GRI reporting principles:

1. Completeness and materiality — MD&As should be complete, fair and 
balanced, and provide information that is material to the decision-making 
needs of users

The GRI also calls for Completeness and Materiality. In this context, “com-
pleteness” requires that companies report on topics that reflect their 
significant economic, environmental and social impacts and allow stake-
holders to adequately assess an organization’s performance over a par-
ticular reporting period. In sustainability reporting, “materiality” refers to 
topics and indicators that represent an organization’s significant economic, 
environmental and social impacts or that would substantively influence the 
decisions of stakeholders. 

The GRI Balance principle emphasizes that a report should reflect both 
positive and negative aspects of an organization’s performance, while the 
GRI principle of Stakeholder Inclusiveness requires a reporting organiza-
tion to identify its stakeholders (which is a broader group than the MD&A’s 
shareholder focus) and explain how it has responded to their reasonable 
expectations and interests. 

2. Strategic perspective — The focus of MD&As should be on management’s 
strategy for generating value for investors over time

www.globalreporting.org/
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While the GRI principles are not specifically focused on generating mon-
etary value for investors, the principle of Sustainability Context urges com-
panies to consider their impact in the wider context of sustainability, while 
also ensuring that sustainability priorities and performance are understood. 

3. Usefulness — To be useful, MD&As should be understandable, relevant and 
comparable

The GRI principles of Clarity, Reliability, Accuracy, Timeliness and Compa-
rability are intended to ensure that sustainability reports are understand-
able, relevant and comparable. To be “comparable”, information must be 
reported consistently and presented in a manner that allows stakeholders 
to analyze changes in performance over time. GRI reporting by companies 
within the same sector should also be comparable in terms of levels of 
disclosure (i.e., similar aspects for similar companies). 

4. Through the eyes of management — An entity should disclose informa-
tion in the MD&A that enables readers to view it through the eyes of 
management.

The GRI does not have a principle that directly matches with the MD&A’s 
“through the eyes of management” principle. However, applying each of 
the GRI principles — including those that are additional to the MD&A such 
as “stakeholder inclusiveness”, “sustainability context” and “material-
ity” — will ensure focused and strategic reporting. 

Sources: CPA Canada and Global Reporting Initiative 

Beyond the GRI
To provide added legitimacy and credibility, and/or to secure its “license to 
operate”, your company (and your industry as a whole) may be expected 
by investors, clients, regulators or other key organizations to comply with 
additional guidelines. Though not exhaustive, the list below provides a useful 
sampling of approaches that could suit your company’s reporting needs, either 
alone or in combination with the GRI.

Global Initiatives
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) — A voluntary initiative in which reporting 
companies indicate where they believe they either impact or are affected by 
climate change. Disclosure to the CDP is becoming more common for publicly 
traded companies seeking support from institutional and public investors. As 
a result, CDP disclosure may occur in advance of a company’s first sustainabil-
ity report. The CDP works with thousands of companies around the world to 
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publicly disclose company reports via its database, offers guidance on how to 
report to its programs, and encourages similar updates of climate change risk 
disclosure to suppliers, contractors and other partners.

For more information on CDP reporting visit www.cdproject.net 

International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) — is composed of a global 
coalition of regulators, investors, companies, standard setters, the account-
ing profession and NGOs. The IIRC has developed an integrated reporting 
framework for preparing an integrated report (IR). Integrated reporting is a 
communication about how a company’s strategy, governance, performance 
and prospects, taking into consideration its external environment, lead to the 
creation of value over the short, medium and long term. 

Integrated reporting differs significantly from sustainability reporting and does 
not replace sustainability reporting. Accordingly, integrated reporting is not 
covered in this Guide. 

For more information on IIRC visit www.theiirc.org

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) — A non-profit organization 
that provides standards for use by publicly-listed corporations in the U.S. when 
disclosing material sustainability issues for the benefit of investors and the 
public. These standards are designed for disclosure in annual mandatory filings 
to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), such as the Form 10-K and 
20-F.

For more information on SASB visit www.sasb.org/ 

United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) — A worldwide network of public and 
private organizations that advances a broad set of principles on human rights, 
labour, environmental and anti-corruption issues. The UNGC reporting princi-
ples are designed to be easily applied, regardless of company size or operating 
sector. 

For more information on the UNCG and the local network in Canada visit 
www.unglobalcompact.org/networksaroundtheworld/local_network_sheet/
ca.html

www.cdproject.net
www.theiirc.org
www.sasb.org/
www.unglobalcompact.org/networksaroundtheworld/local_network_sheet/ca.html
www.unglobalcompact.org/networksaroundtheworld/local_network_sheet/ca.html
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Sector-Specific Guidelines
Some business sectors have developed sustainability guidelines to address the 
unique needs of their industry. Notable examples can be found in the natural 
resources, chemical and financial sectors, including: 

Towards Sustainable Mining (TSM) — Developed principles and reporting ele-
ments to help mining companies report on their performance in relation to 
communities and people, environmental footprint and energy efficiency. Partic-
ipation in the TSM program is mandatory for all Mining Association of Canada 
members. 

EITI — A global standard that promotes revenue transparency and accountabil-
ity in the extractive sector.14

Equator Principles — A risk management framework that allows financial institu-
tions to determine, assess and manage social and environmental risks in their 
projects.15

Responsible Care — A voluntary global initiative launched by the Chemistry 
Industry Association of Canada to support improved sustainability perfor-
mance and reporting. 

14 http://eiti.org/eiti

15 www.equator-principles.com/index.php/about-ep

http://eiti.org/eiti
http://www.equator-principles.com/index.php/about-ep
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CHAPTER 3

Getting Your House in Order

12. Engage
to Improve

2. Identify
and Engage 
Stakeholders

7. Plan and
Manage the 
Process

8. Gather
Meaningful
Data

6. Align with
Schedules 
& Guidelines

3. Determine
Degree of 
Reporting

11. Promote 
your Reporting

5. Choose
KPIs

9. Evaluate
Assurance

4. Identify High
Priority Topics

10. Design
and Produce 
Report

1. Connect
Strategy to
Sustainability

Many companies make the mistake of thinking about their sustainability 
report as just a deliverable, instead of seeing it as a single step in a process 
that can help a company get its house in order so it can keep moving toward 
sustainability. 
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For companies that do not have a focused sustainability program in place, the 
process of developing a sustainability report can provide the following benefits:
• Foster a company-wide understanding of the “business case” for 

sustainability.
• Show where sustainability policies, programs and systems can improve.
• Identify the issues that matter most to a business and its stakeholders.
• Guide management to make more effective sustainability investments.
• Add relevance and impact to all sustainability communications.
• Align sustainability performance with bottom line performance.

1. Connect business strategies and corporate objectives  
to sustainability

Stakeholders often use sustainability reports to hold companies account-
able to their commitments. Consequently, discrepancies between reported 
“priorities” and a company’s actual investment in those priorities can put  
its credibility and reputation at risk. Such misalignment gives the impres-
sion that the company’s sustainability program is poorly managed or, 
worse, not actually aimed at improving performance or contributing  
to long-term prosperity. 

To keep your company’s sustainability priorities and performance aligned: 

• Create a shared vision: Cultivate organization-wide agreement on your 
company’s sustainability priorities by showing how they align with 
stakeholder concerns and how they connect to the bottom line. 

• Share the strategic plan: Ensure that key managers from across the 
company take part in developing and reviewing its sustainability plans 
and performance. This approach builds a shared understanding of both 
financial and non-financial risks and opportunities, while reducing the 
potential for internal silos that can hamper a company’s sustainability 
initiatives. 

• Evaluate priorities: If your company’s long-term priorities and the bud-
geted investments in its sustainability programs are not aligned, then 
it’s time to re-evaluate and identify opportunities for improvement. 

Unilever’s Sustainable Living program shows how companies can improve 
their competitiveness and bottom line performance through a demonstrable 
commitment to improving social well-being and environmental stewardship. 

This example from Unilever’s website shows its ambitious 2020 goals and 
commitments and a page from the “Reducing Environmental Impact” sec-
tion in which the company explains how it plans to create value by cutting 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living
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Source: Unilever — Sustainable Living — online reporting
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2. Identify and engage with stakeholders 
Stakeholders are groups or individuals who can affect or be affected by 
the activities of your business.16 

Before deciding what you will report on and how you will report, you need 
to identify your priority stakeholder audiences, find out what they are most 
interested in when it comes to your company and then determine the best 
format (e.g., print, online, in person, etc.) for engaging that interest.

Stakeholder groups may include: 
• employees
• customers
• investors and shareholders
• partners/suppliers
• communities
• governments and regulators
• industry associations
• non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
• media

A stakeholder map is a valuable tool for identifying, prioritizing and engag-
ing with key stakeholders. Essentially a graph, it compares the impact of 
a stakeholder on your company and the impact of your company on the 
stakeholder, which can help you determine the most important audiences 
for your reporting. It can also guide you in managing relationships with 
stakeholders, who can influence your strategy.

Guided by the following chart, which shows how stakeholder groups can 
be prioritized, a company could identify certain stakeholders who are vocal 
and interested, but not powerful, and determine that they should be kept 
“informed”, while other stakeholders, with less interest but greater poten-
tial influence, need to be kept “satisfied”. Engaging with “manage closely” 
stakeholders should be a high priority as this group can have a significant 
impact on your company.

16 http://lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=stakeholders

http://lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=stakeholders
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3. Determine the desired degree of sustainability reporting
Once key stakeholders are identified:

• Find the best way to communicate with key stakeholders: Get feed-
back from employees (e.g. strategy, operations, communications, 
human resources) and external stakeholders on how they see your 
company, what is important to them and how they want to receive 
your reporting. Depending on how important a stakeholder is to 
your company and what you believe may be the most effective way 
to engage with them, consider using one or more of the following 
approaches to gain insights that will enhance your impact and reach: 
phone interviews, focus groups, surveys and online chat rooms. 

• Scan industry best practices and regulatory landscapes: Do you know 
the industry/sector standards, guidelines or expectations for sustain-
ability reporting in your business (e.g., GRI, TSM)? Are you aware of 
what regulators and other credible organizations are expecting or 
encouraging in terms of disclosure? Have you identified best practices 
for sustainability reporting among your industry peers? Knowing these 
will help determine how well positioned your company is to begin 
sustainability reporting. 

• Select and prepare: Following these steps, your company can choose 
the specific reporting guidelines, key performance indicators, best 
practices and mandatory disclosures that it will adopt. Be sure to  
consult with colleagues who will be responsible for implementing  

http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newPPM_07.htm
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new sustainability initiatives and for collecting your performance  
data. This preparation will ensure that your company understands  
the investments it needs to make in sustainability reporting. 

 Planning a Phased Approach

Since most companies have limited budget and capabilities to develop 
their sustainability reporting, your company should consider a phased 
approach in which it improves its reporting, stage-by-stage, over two 
to three years. When thinking about your reporting journey, review your 
sustainability goals, and identify changes that may be required in the 
reporting process, financial budgets and human resources, in order to 
meet those goals.

4. Identify high-priority topics
While “materiality” is a term originating from financial risk analysis, it is 
also widely applied to sustainability, as significant changes in a company’s 
sustainability performance are likely to have an impact on its overall per-
formance. To avoid confusion, “high-priority topics” is the phrase that will 
be used for this section and throughout this Guide. 

To identify and prioritize high-priority topics your company should con-
sider applying the following four steps:

• Establish broad topic areas: As a starting point, your company should 
broadly consider where it makes an impact — environment, employees, 
customers, community. You may refer to more detailed lists (e.g., GRI 
standard disclosures) to ensure that specific topics are considered 
under each broad area, but take care to ensure that your selections  
are relevant. 

• Gauge topics internally‡: Engage with staff and executive team members 
to evaluate the importance of the shortlisted topics to the future com-
mercial success of your company (rating them as high/medium/low). 

• Gauge topics externally‡: Engage with external stakeholders to evalu-
ate the relevance of the shortlisted topics to key stakeholder groups 
(rating them as high/medium/low). 

• Prioritize and map topics: Compare and apply the insights from inter-
nal and external stakeholders, so that you can map the topics that are 
of high, medium or low priority to both the company and its key stake-
holders. This map can help identify the topics that must be addressed 
in your sustainability report, while lower priority concerns can be dealt 
with through other vehicles, like the company website.

 ‡ Consider using one or more of the following tactics to gain valuable 
insights: interviews, surveys, focus groups or “town hall” meetings. 
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The map below from Mountain Equipment Co-op (MEC) illustrates how 
topics can be prioritized, and how a mapping exercise can influence the 
topics that are included in various forms of sustainability communication 
and reporting:
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As noted in Deloitte’s publication Disclosure of Long-Term Business Value, 
managers need to figure out what information is high priority (“material”) 
both to the business and to its stakeholders by balancing financial out-
comes with a multitude of non-financial outcomes measured using a vari-
ety of key performance indicators (KPIs) and over varying time horizons. 
Managers also need to understand how stakeholders view your company’s 
behavior and what marks the threshold between responsible and irrespon-
sible corporate behaviour.17

17 Deloitte (2012). Disclosure of Long-Term Business Value: What Matters? 
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5. Choose key performance indicators
After identifying high-priority topics, companies have to be able to mea-
sure what they intend to manage. Start by identifying one or more key 
performance indicators (KPIs) that correspond to each high-priority topic. 
One way to evaluate a potential KPI is to apply the S.M.A.R.T. approach,  
by considering whether it meets many or all of the following criteria:18 
• Specific — addresses a clear and specific aspect rather than a general 

one
• Measurable — offers a criterion for measuring progress and staying on 

track
• Attainable — considers an aspect that is realistic for your company to 

track
• Relevant — addresses an aspect that is a high priority to your company
• Time-Bound — provides value by tracking performance over time

While your company may have already identified some KPIs, the GRI can 
be a useful resource for identifying others. As indicated in the following 
chart, the GRI has indicators that correspond to standard disclosures linked 
to economic, environmental and social responsibility.

Topic Standard disclosure example Indicator (KPI)

Energy Use EN3 — Energy consumption 
within the organization

Total fuel consumption from 
non-renewable sources in joules 
or multiples

Waste EN23 — Total weight of waste by 
type and disposal method

Total weight of hazardous and 
non-hazardous waste, by the 
following disposal methods: 
• reuse 
• recycling 
• composting 
• recovery, including energy 

recovery 
• incineration (mass burn) 
• deep well injection 
• landfill 
• on-site storage 
• other (to be specified) 

Supplier 
Sustainability

EN32 — Supplier screening Percentage of new suppliers 
that were screened using  
environmental criteria

18 Meyer, P. (2003). “What would you do if you knew you couldn’t fail? Creating S.M.A.R.T. Goals”,  
Meyer Resource Group, Incorporated
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For additional examples showing how companies have aligned their KPIs 
to high-priority topics, and have reported on progress in these areas, see 
Chapter 4 (Section 5), or review the sector-specific indicators that have 
been identified as high priority by the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB) at www.sasb.org. 

6. Align with reporting schedules and guidelines
Annual reports and sustainability reports often contain overlapping infor-
mation. So, for the sake of efficiency and to ensure that information gets 
to stakeholders in a timely manner, many companies produce and release 
their reports simultaneously. 

There are benefits with this approach. The sustainability report will likely 
have increased exposure as the company can share their financial and 
sustainability reporting at the Annual General Meeting or at other key 
meetings, to show analysts, investors and employees that its strategy and 
priorities are aligned, and that all initiatives are geared towards ensuring  
its long-term prosperity.

There are also risks with this approach. As the reports are often produced 
by the same core team, this can place significant stress on company 
resources and potentially compromise the quality of the reporting. 

To balance timeliness and resources and to create the right communication 
piece for the target audience, companies need to approach their sustain-
ability reporting strategically and plan ahead to make sure the right staff 
will be available at the right time. 

7. Plan and manage the reporting process
After reporting formats have been selected and reporting team mem-
bers have been confirmed, work can begin on actually putting the report 
together. When planning the reporting process, start early in order to 
secure the availability of key team members and reduce last-minute 
demands on staff.

• The kickoff: 
 o The reporting team must meet to confirm roles and responsibilities 

and establish key steps and timelines. 
 o The team should review feedback related to earlier reporting and 

determine how it can be used to improve this report.
 o Re-assess your company’s internal resources. If they are lacking in 

any areas, you can plan and budget for additional support where 
required. 

http://www.sasb.org
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 o The team needs to agree upon desired outcomes by considering 
what you want the report to achieve. This obvious but often over-
looked step will help ensure that your report meets its strategic 
objectives.

• Assign responsibility: 
 o Identify the project manager, the one person responsible for coor-

dinating the people and resources required to produce the report. 
 o The project manager should communicate the key steps, out-

comes, budget and timelines for your report. 
 o The timeline should include review dates, with realistic turnaround 

times, for your company’s senior team. 
 o Management level oversight should be confirmed, so that key 

executives (e.g., CEO, COO, CFO) and board members are 
accountable for ensuring that reporting meets company standards 
and that they understand how they are expected to be involved in 
the reporting process. 

• Improve practices and communication: 
 o Ensure team members can apply tools to effectively track, evaluate 

and manage your sustainability reporting.
 o Project managers and team members should keep relevant col-

leagues informed about the overall progress of the project, as well 
as any changes to the project plan. 

• Align with reporting guidelines: Make sure that project team members 
are familiar with the guidelines you are using and understand how to 
apply them. 

8. Gather meaningful data 
Better data will lead to better decisions and performance. While sustain-
ability reporting communicates how it is performing (and intends to per-
form) in high-priority areas, the process of gathering and analyzing data  
in these areas not only supports reporting, but also influences how  
a company decides to invest in improvements to its operations, activities 
and outreach.

• Assess internal systems and capabilities: Your company has systems  
in place to track and assess its financial performance. 

 o Find out whether this system can also be applied to your com-
pany’s sustainability performance. (If not, you may have to build  
or buy a sustainability-focused system.)
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 o Consider integrating your financial and sustainability data —  
including the KPI data linked to each high-priority topic — to show 
the relationship between financial performance and sustainability 
performance.

• Gather data: To ensure high-quality data is available on time, make 
sure that the staff responsible for gathering that data understand your 
requirements — and any associated data management tools and soft-
ware — well in advance of all delivery deadlines. Data should be subject 
to controls to ensure its accuracy and completeness (e.g., supervisory 
review and approval).

• Prioritize the data: Consider reducing the burden on data gatherers  
by requiring data only for high-priority key performance indicators. 

• Make the data meaningful: Link sustainability data to your company’s 
recent plans, programs and performance. This will put that data in 
context, and make it easier to track and understand changes  
in performance.

 GRI Reporting

“Let’s Report” is a useful template developed by the GRI to help early 
stage reporting companies understand its standard disclosures and to 
streamline the reporting process. To view this template visit http://bit.
ly/1543J5v.

9. Evaluate assurance 
To ensure that your company’s information is reliable and to meet the 
needs of key stakeholders, consider having an internal audit and/or  
periodic reviews by third party assurance providers.

• Ensure the reliability of your data: 
 o Examine the capacity and reliability of your company’s quality 

management systems, including the processes taken to obtain and 
evaluate data linked to KPIs. 

 o If there are gaps in meeting the expectations of clients, investors 
or other key stakeholders, consider involving external experts, such 
as chartered professional accountants (CPAs), IT specialists and/
or sustainability consultants, to periodically evaluate your systems 
and data and recommend improvements. 

• Identify mandatory and recommended practices: 
 o Engage with relevant industry associations, legal counsel, CPAs 

and/or trusted advisors to find out whether your company needs 
independent assurance and/or verification to report sustainability 

http://bit.ly/1543J5v
http://bit.ly/1543J5v
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data. For example, the Mining Association of Canada’s Towards 
Sustainable Mining program mandates a third party review of its 
member companies’ disclosures every three years. The Global 
Reporting Initiative, however, encourages but does not require 
independent report assurance.

• Evaluate reporting assurance providers: Based on your company’s 
needs, there are several kinds of external assurance to consider: 

 o Data/process assurance: To review diverse performance data —  
and the processes used to gather and evaluate that data — you  
may want to involve a CPA, an accounting firm or an accounting-
based service provider.

 o Technical assurance: If technical data needs to be reviewed,  
an engineering firm is well suited to this work. 

 o Stakeholder advisory group: While not formally considered assur-
ance, this involves a panel or advisory group, made up of a diverse 
set of key stakeholders. It complements more formal types of 
assurance by evaluating the overall “spirit” of a report and can 
comment on whether high-priority issues are being addressed  
in a meaningful way.

When evaluating the type of assurance that your company should obtain, 
consider the following:
• What is required or recommended for companies in your sector, and 

what is required for companies to report on for specific indicators? 
• What are the assurance expectations of your stakeholders (e.g., inves-

tors, shareholders, industry associations, major clients)? 
• What would you like to achieve from assurance (e.g. improve internal 

process, ensure data accuracy)?

 Aligned Corporate Reporting

Engage with your company’s investor relations or communications to 
review your Management Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) alongside the 
sustainability reporting, to make sure that one report is not missing any 
relevant information contained in the other report. Consistent communi-
cation is not only key to your company’s reputation; but, also important 
from a regulatory disclosure standpoint.

10. Design and produce reporting that supports your brand
• Produce the report: Once your company determines its reporting type, 

it can develop the design and layout. Starting early minimizes potential 
delays, which will help you meet your release deadline.
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• Respect your brand: Bring communications, public relations and 
related departments together and make them part of the process to 
ensure that your sustainability reporting is aligned with your company’s 
brand. 

 Planning a Soft Launch

Early stage reporters may consider a soft launch to staff and trusted col-
leagues who can review and comment on the report before it is released to 
the public. Alternatively, a project plan can include review by select staff in 
advance of your company’s hard (public) launch.

11. Promote your reporting
Plan the promotion of your company’s reporting by working with your 
communication team to identify how it wishes to communicate to key 
audiences — what will be the key messages and ‘calls to action’ to gain their 
attention (e.g. offering product incentives, discussing hot topics, educating 
on complicated topics).

• Choose the media: Emailing or posting a report to key stakeholders 
from a personal address will often be well received, but consider also  
variety of options to promote the report to broader audiences:

 o press release
 o social media (e.g. ,Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest)
 o emailing clients and broader stakeholder groups
 o posting the report on your website and other high-traffic sites
 o partnering with industry associations to promote to members/peers

• Communicate in a concise and clear manner:
 o Ensure that your reporting avoids industry or technical jargon  

so that readers can understand and be engaged in the report. 
 o Promote high-priority topics within the report to ensure key  

audiences are drawn to the content that matters most to them —  
for instance, the use of bold lettering helps point out topics. 

 o Use visual aids, such as graphics, tables or pictures, to help  
communicate messages.

• Manage your contacts and approach: Build a database of key peers, 
clients, suppliers, investors and other high-priority stakeholders to 
whom you want to send the report; track their response to your pro-
motional/media methods so you can improve your approach over time. 
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12. Engage for ongoing improvement
Use your company’s sustainability report to build stronger relationships 
with stakeholders by actively soliciting their feedback on your company’s 
sustainability priorities, performance and reporting.

• Gain meaningful reporting feedback: Following the release of the 
report, your company should contact stakeholders to gain construc-
tive feedback (i.e., what’s good and what can be improved). Feedback 
should be tracked to aid in future report planning.

• Plan ongoing engagement: Identify a core group of staff and external 
stakeholders, and engage with them on a regular basis. Their feedback 
can help your company evaluate and improve on its priorities, pro-
grams and reporting. 
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CHAPTER 4

Reporting on  
What Matters Most

To get the most out of your company’s sustainability report, you need to 
report on what matters most to your company and your stakeholders. A sus-
tainability report that is simply an exercise in “ticking boxes” shows compliance 
to reporting guidelines but not commitment. 

Focusing on what matters most will help you demonstrate how your com-
pany’s sustainability performance contributes to meeting its overall strategic 
goals. This, in turn, will help engage your stakeholders because it makes sus-
tainability a critical part of your company’s identity, rather than just a collection 
of data points. 

The guidance that follows and the accompanying practical examples are 
provided to help you produce a focused, thorough sustainability report that 
presents your sustainability priorities, programs and performance in ways  
that connect with your most important stakeholders. 
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A Good Starting Point
Even if your company does not report according to the specific indicators 
developed by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), it is worthwhile to consider 
its broader principles, as described in Chapter 2. They are aimed at improving 
the content and quality of sustainability reporting — to bring authenticity, trans-
parency and context to readers — and are embedded in the following  
eight areas: 

1 Scope and strategy

2 Governance and accountability

3 Stakeholder inclusiveness

4 High-priority focus areas

5 Key performance indicators, performance and impact

6 Balance and clarity

7 Credibility

8 Institutionalization of sustainability reporting
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1. Scope and strategy
How does your company communicate what it is and what it does, which 
includes showing its commitment to being environmentally, socially and 
economically responsible?

Provide a clear picture of your company’s operations and activities, and 
explain how its business strategy incorporates sustainability into its pro-
grams, priorities and executive-level decision-making.

Use pictures, charts and graphs to convey the scope of your company’s 
operations, activities and geographic presence. Visual aids and testimonials 
from leadership team members can be used to help present your com-
pany’s sustainability programs.

Reporting Examples: 

a) Tim Horton’s: Using images to show the scope of its operations and 
activities, and to indicate where the company wishes to improve

Page 20Sommaire du rapport sur la durabilité et la responsabilité 2012

En restaurant : réduction des déchets
Dans le cadre de nos efforts pour réduire les 
déchets dans tous les secteurs de l’entreprise, l’un 
des domaines d’intervention les plus importants, 
particulièrement pour nos invités, est la gestion des 
déchets produits par nos restaurants.

Nous éliminons les déchets à la source
Bien que le recyclage et le compostage soient 
d’excellentes solutions de gestion des déchets, il est 
encore mieux d’éliminer l’emballage à usage unique. 
Nous continuons d’encourager nos invités à utiliser des 
tasses, des assiettes et des bols en porcelaine pour la 
consommation sur place et nous offrons un rabais de 
10 cents à ceux qui utilisent des tasses de voyage.

environmental Stewardship: packaging & Restaurant Waste Reduction Les emballages : conception axée sur la réduction de nos répercussions environnementales
Chez Tim Hortons, nous tenons compte du respect de l’environnement lors de la prise de décisions touchant les emballages. En 2012, une 
équipe interfonctionnelle s’est penchée sur la mise au point d’un processus normalisé d’évaluation des répercussions environnementales des 
emballages destinés aux invités. Voici certaines améliorations apportées à nos emballages, mises en œuvre en 2012 :

•  Version améliorée de la bouteille de thé glacé – En collaborant étroitement avec nos équipes interfonctionnelles, les entreprises qui recyclent 
nos contenants de boisson usagés et nos fournisseurs, nous avons amélioré les possibilités de recyclage de la bouteille en remplaçant le 
manchon par une étiquette.

•  Nouvelle configuration du conditionnement de transport des gobelets pour boisson chaude – En réduisant légèrement le nombre de gobelets 
total par boîte (formats petit et très grand) et en réévaluant la configuration des palettes, nous avons réussi à accroître le nombre de boîtes de 
gobelets par chargement de camion.

•  Plus de sacs à ordures dans chaque emballage – Nous 
avons augmenté les dimensions de l’emballage de sacs 
à ordures afin d’accroître la quantité de sacs livrés aux 
restaurants et de réduire les matériaux d’emballage et le 
nombre de kilomètres parcourus.

Programmes de réacheminement des déchets
Dans les cas où il est impossible de réduire ou d’éviter les emballages, nous nous engageons à 
mettre en œuvre des programmes de réacheminement des déchets et à en améliorer l’accès. 
Ces programmes concernent notamment le recyclage du carton, des contenants pour boisson 
(bouteilles et canettes) et des emballages de papier, ainsi que le compostage du marc de café, 
des déchets alimentaires et d’autres matières organiques.

Recyclage des gobelets pour boisson chaude et des emballages de papier
À la fin de 2012, plus de 850 de nos restaurants participaient aux programmes de 
réacheminement visant les gobelets pour boisson chaude et les emballages de papier. Dans 
le cadre de nos objectifs de réduction des déchets dans les restaurants, nous espérons 
augmenter le nombre d’établissements qui réacheminent les emballages de papier de 20 % 
d’ici 2016.

Réacheminement des matières organiques

Nous réalisons également des progrès dans le réacheminement du marc de café et des 
déchets alimentaires. D’ici 2016, nous espérons augmenter de 20 % le nombre de restaurants 
participant au réacheminement des matières organiques. En 2012, 479 restaurants de notre 
chaîne avaient mis en place des programmes de compostage du marc de café et (ou) des 
déchets alimentaires.

Profil des déchets des restaurants; Activités de nettoyage communautaire et sensibilisation 
à l’abandon des déchets; Collaboration et sensibilisation 

PLUS DE 
DÉTAILS 

EN LIGNE

Source: Tim Hortons, 2012 Sustainability and Responsibility Report, page 20
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b) Diageo: Describing the scope of its operations, its relationships  
with key players, and how they both impact Diageo’s value chain

Diageo Sustainability & Responsibility Report 2012

http://srreport2012.diageoreports.com/approach-and-performance/value-chain.aspx[12/16/2013 2:55:01 PM]
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Value chain
Living up to our purpose of celebrating life, every
 day, everywhere means considering every aspect of
 how our brands are made, marketed, sold and
 disposed, who they affect and how.

For Diageo, the value chain starts with our suppliers and goes through every
 aspect of our operations and the way we do business to the way our products
 are sold and consumed, and the disposal of their packaging.

Our suppliers
At the procurement stage, we primarily look at the standards and practices
 that our principal suppliers are using – such as the agricultural community
 that produces our main raw materials as well as those producing the other
 materials and energy we purchase.

Our operations 
In operational terms we examine the impacts of every aspect of how our
 products are made, from innovation and branding through to production in
 our distilleries, wineries and breweries, and beyond that to bottling,
 packaging and distribution.

Our customers 
Following this stage, our value chain includes how we sell our products to our
 customers – such as global retailers, convenience stores, bars, restaurants
 and in some cases, governments – and how they in turn sell our products to
 shoppers and consumers.

Our consumers 
Finally we look at drinking patterns among our consumers themselves and
 increasingly how they dispose of our products.

The social, economic and environmental impacts that our business and brands
 have at every stage of this chain vary. Below you can see which areas of our
 Sustainability & Responsibility Strategy are most relevant to which parts of
 our value chain.

Impacts across Diageo's value chain
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Diageo Sustainability & Responsibility Report 2012

http://srreport2012.diageoreports.com/approach-and-performance/value-chain.aspx[12/16/2013 2:55:01 PM]

Create your own report Downloads Feedback Contact us

Approach &
 performance

Sustainability & Responsibility
 Strategy

Value chain

The business case for
 sustainability and
 responsibility

How we manage sustainability
 and responsibility

Engaging stakeholders

Performance and key metrics

Membership of codes and
 charters

Value chain
Living up to our purpose of celebrating life, every
 day, everywhere means considering every aspect of
 how our brands are made, marketed, sold and
 disposed, who they affect and how.

For Diageo, the value chain starts with our suppliers and goes through every
 aspect of our operations and the way we do business to the way our products
 are sold and consumed, and the disposal of their packaging.

Our suppliers
At the procurement stage, we primarily look at the standards and practices
 that our principal suppliers are using – such as the agricultural community
 that produces our main raw materials as well as those producing the other
 materials and energy we purchase.

Our operations 
In operational terms we examine the impacts of every aspect of how our
 products are made, from innovation and branding through to production in
 our distilleries, wineries and breweries, and beyond that to bottling,
 packaging and distribution.

Our customers 
Following this stage, our value chain includes how we sell our products to our
 customers – such as global retailers, convenience stores, bars, restaurants
 and in some cases, governments – and how they in turn sell our products to
 shoppers and consumers.

Our consumers 
Finally we look at drinking patterns among our consumers themselves and
 increasingly how they dispose of our products.

The social, economic and environmental impacts that our business and brands
 have at every stage of this chain vary. Below you can see which areas of our
 Sustainability & Responsibility Strategy are most relevant to which parts of
 our value chain.

Impacts across Diageo's value chain

Back to top

 Our impacts  Our
 suppliers

 Diageo PLC – our people &
 operations

 Our
 customers

 Our
 consumers

Alcohol in society

Responsible marketing and consumer
 information

Programmes to address alcohol misuse

Stakeholder dialogue and alcohol policy

Water and the environment

Water efficiency

Water quality

Carbon reduction

Waste elimination

Sustainable packaging

Sustainable agriculture

Other

Socio-economic development

Local wealth creation

Community investment

Advocacy for positive change

People

Safety

Health and wellbeing

Diversity and inclusion

Developing talent

Reward and recognition

Other

Governance and ethics

Code of Business Conduct and other
 policies

Partnering with suppliers
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Source: Diageo Sustainability and Responsibility Report 2012 — online reporting
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c) Suncor: Articulating a long-term strategy that aligns responsible 
development with “unlocking its full potential” 

Suncor Vision & Strategy - Sustainability - Suncor Energy

http://sustainability.suncor.com/2013/en/about/vision-strategy.aspx[12/16/2013 2:58:46 PM]

Home › About Suncor › Corporate governance › Vision & strategy

Suncor.com Print Français

About Suncor Environment Social Economic Performance data GRI content index Legal notice

Share this page:

Vision & strategy

Energy is delivered to and experienced by people in
 every country across the globe. It is vital to the
 world we live in and the quality of life we enjoy.

As Canada's leading integrated energy company, we know that together
 with our stakeholders, we need to look beyond the energy needs of
 today and understand what is required for the future. Sustainability is
 about seeing the big picture, and considering it through a responsible
 and optimistic lens.

Our mission

"We create energy for a better world."

This is our core purpose, and what we aspire to every day.

Our vision

"Suncor's vision is to be trusted stewards of valuable natural
 resources. Guided by our values, we will lead the way to deliver
 economic prosperity, improved social well-being and a healthy
 environment for today and tomorrow."

This is where we see ourselves in the future. In other words, it's our
 view of our place in the world.

Guided by values

Our values are our guiding principles - our constant set of beliefs. They
 define the way we do business each and every day.

Safety above all else
Do it safely or don't do it.

Respect
Being our best. Giving our best. Showing we care.

Do the right thing
The right way, with integrity.

Raise the bar 
Pursue with passion. Always add value.

Commitments matter 
We are all connected and part of something bigger.

Strategy and responsible development

Suncor's long-term strategy leverages our competitive differentiators
 and paves the way to unlocking the company's full potential for our
 employees, our shareholders and our stakeholders.

Profitably operate and develop our oil sands resources
We are committed to getting the most value from our resources, which
 include a significant position in the oil sands. Our operational excellence
 focus is helping unlock the full value of these resources.

Optimize value through integration
From the ground to the gas station, we're focused on creating value for
 our shareholders. The integration of our business, both financially and
 physically, creates the conditions for our success.

Achieve industry-leading unit costs in each business segment
We aim to achieve the highest returns possible from our operations. Our
 focus is on keeping costs down and increasing reliability. Our integrated
 operating model also allows us to capture economies of scale.

Industry leader in sustainable development
We are focused on delivering triple bottom line sustainability. That
 means leadership in:

environmental performance

social responsibility

creating a strong economy

One world. One future.

Actions speak louder than words. And while our vision statement has
 evolved, our commitment to sustainable development remains
 steadfast.

Here are a few concrete initiatives where we have put the principles of
 sustainable development into practice:

Related links

Read more about creating shared
 value
›

Read 'Looking ahead - a discussion
 with Arlene Strom'
›

Search

Source: Suncor Report on Sustainability 2013 — online reporting
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2. Governance and accountability
How is your company’s sustainability strategy led, and what policies and 
structures are in place to ensure organizational accountability when it 
comes to meeting sustainability objectives?

Show how your company’s senior executives are involved in leading your 
company’s sustainability programs and key initiatives. 

Provide an organization chart, identifying specific individuals and commit-
tees, to explain how your sustainability program and specific initiatives are 
governed; describe where there is accountability for your program’s per-
formance; and clarify how decisions are made to improve the program  
and your company’s performance.

Reporting Examples: 

a) Nike: Indicating how sustainability responsibilities are accounted 
for by senior executives, committees and teams across its complex 
network 

DEDICATION TO & ACCOUNTABILITY FOR SUSTAINABILITY RUNS ACROSS THE COMPANY

Exec Accountability

VP Product Engines

VP Category  
+ Marketing

VP  Supply Chain

VP  Innovation

SB&I  is  NIKE,  Inc.’s  Sustainable  Business  &  Innovation  team  formed  in  2009
*Rewire  is  a  process  begun  in  FY09  to  reorganize  our  sourcing  and  assessment  of  contracted  manufacturing  factories,  providing  more  
efficent  allocation  and  governance  and  direct  oversight  within  the  business  

VP DesignPres. of Direct
to Consumer

Pres. of NIKE
Foundation

VP SB&I VP Global 
Ops & Tech

VP & CFO

VP Strategy

CEO Hurley

CEO Umbro

CEO Converse

CEO Cole Haan

VP OPS 

VP Global 
HR

VP Legal/
Gov’t Affairs

INTEGRATION MOBILIZE LAB SB&I
AFFILIATES

SB&I BRAND

SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING & SOURCING

Committee Sustainable 
Innovation (CSI)

Rewire*

Sustainable Business
& Innovation Team (SB&I)

NIKE, INC’S MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK STRIVES TO ENSURE EXECUTIVE
ACCOUNTABILTY FOR CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY ACROSS THE COMPANY

NIKE, INC. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CR COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SB&I
R&D

CEO

PRODUCT
SUSTAINABILITY

PRESIDENT 
NIKE BRAND

PRESIDENT
NIKE AFF.

Source: Nike Inc. Our Sustainability Strategy — Organization Chart (online report)  
http://www.nikeresponsibility.com/report/content/chapter/our-sustainability-strategy

http://www.nikeresponsibility.com/report/content/chapter/our-sustainability-strategy
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b) HP: Showing how global citizenship programs and accountabilities  
fit within the existing board, executive and foundation hierarchy 

13 HP 2012 Global Citizenship Report

Contents

Governance

Letter from CEO  
Meg Whitman

Executive summary

HP profile

• Global citizenship 
strategy

Stakeholder 
engagement

Corporate ethics

Public policy

Policies and standards

Environment

Society

About this report

Global citizenship 
governance
A company as diverse and complex as HP needs clear 
leadership and governance to achieve consistently strong 
global citizenship performance. This begins at the top and 
depends on active participation and support throughout 
our organization.

HP Board of Directors’ Nominating 
and Governance Committee

The Board of Directors’ Nominating and Governance 
Committee assists the board in fulfilling its responsibili-
ties related to public policy, government relations, and 
global citizenship (including human rights). The committee 
identifies, evaluates, and monitors social, political, and 
environmental trends and concerns as well as domestic and 
foreign legislative proposals and regulatory developments 
that could significantly affect HP’s business. The committee 
may also report and make recommendations to the board 
with respect to activities, policies, and programs relating 
to matters of local, national, and international public policy 
affecting HP’s business. These may include:

• Trade policy and major legislative and regulatory 
developments

• Relations with regulators, governmental agencies,  
public interest groups, and other stakeholders

• HP’s policies with respect to global citizenship

• General guidelines for political contributions

HP Global Citizenship Council

HP’s Executive Council retains overall responsibility for 
global citizenship as part of our business strategy. Our 
Global Citizenship Council ensures company-wide com-
mitment to and alignment with HP’s global citizenship 
objectives. The council comprises executives and subject 
matter experts from across HP and seeks input from all of 
our business groups and functions, as well as from external 
stakeholders. It meets at least quarterly to promote and 
advance global citizenship strategically through risk and 
opportunity assessment, governance, and policy oversight.

The Global Citizenship Council is sponsored by a member 
of the HP Executive Council. Co-chairs are HP’s vice presi-
dent of sustainability and social innovation and the senior 
vice president and chief ethics and compliance officer.

Other executives and subject matter experts represent the 
following areas:

• Corporate 
Communications

• Corporate Ethics

• Enterprise Risk 
Management

• Environmental 
Sustainability

• Government Relations

• Human Resources

• Human Rights

• Investor Relations

• Global Security

• Privacy

• Supply Chain 
Responsibility

• Social Innovation

Topic-specific councils

HP also maintains separate councils dedicated to areas 
such as the environment, supply chain responsibility, cor-
porate ethics, and privacy. These councils include leaders 
with relevant expertise from our business units, regions, 
and functions. Each council meets periodically to evalu-
ate our progress in implementing our strategies and to 
establish performance goals.

HP Board of Directors
Nominating and Governance Committee assists the board in fulfilling its responsibilities 

related to HP's public policy, government affairs, and global citizenship (including human rights) activities

HP Executive Council

Corporate 
ethics Environment Human rights PrivacySupply chain 

responsibility
Social 

innovationHP people
Hewlett-Packard 

Company 
Foundation

HP Global Citizenship Council

External 
Global Citizenship 

Council

Global citizenship governance

Source: HP 2012 Global Citizenship Report, page 13

3. Stakeholder inclusiveness
How does your company identify the stakeholder groups that will have the 
greatest impact on its long-term viability? How does it engage with these 
stakeholders? How does it use their feedback to better understand and 
anticipate future risks and opportunities?

Identify your company’s key stakeholders and show how they are being 
engaged. Explain how your company has been addressing its highest  
priority topics and how this is reflected in its sustainability initiatives. 

List your company’s key stakeholder groups, along with each group’s top 
concerns. Show what your company is doing to engage each group, and 
explain how it plans to improve on current engagement efforts. Stake-
holder testimonials/quotes can be used to add credibility and further 
engage your audience. 
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Reporting Examples: 

a) Cameco: Showing who its stakeholders are, how they are informed 
and engaged, and where common approaches can be taken 

Source: Cameco Corporation 2012 Sustainable Development Report (online reporting)
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b) RBC: Sharing how it engages with key stakeholders, which issues 
have been raised, and what purpose and outcomes it aims to achieve

20 2012 RBC Corporate Responsibility Report and Public Accountability Statement

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY AT RBC

Stakeholder engagement framework (continued)

How we engage What we address Purpose/outcome

SRI community

Our Corporate Citizenship team 
engages the SRI community through:
n   Responses to requests for 

information from SRI research 
companies, ratings agencies, 
analysts and occasionally investors 
(pension funds and institutions)

n   Community and sustainability 
website

n   Annual Corporate Responsibility 
Report and Public Accountability 
Statements

n   Social and environmental 
performance

In 2012, we engaged a sample 
of investors and analysts to 
better understand how they use 
our sustainability reporting, 
what sustainability issues are 
important to them, and key 
sustainability issues that are 
relevant to our industry.

n   To share the views, concerns and 
perceptions of the SRI community 
with senior management 

n   To improve performance or mitigate 
relevant sustainability issues

n   To improve reporting, including 
increased disclosure

n   To attain standing/ranking on social 
and environmental ratings and 
indices

Suppliers

Our Procurement teams engage 
suppliers on sustainability issues 
through:
n  Service-level agreements
n   Quarterly reports on customer- 

service and service-delivery 
standards

n  Customer service 
n  Service-delivery standards
n  Supply chain

n   To meet our business objectives 
and sustainability standards in our 
supply chain

Governments

Our Government Relations, Regulatory 
Affairs and Compliance teams engage 
governments through:
n   Ongoing dialogue with regulators 

and policy-makers
n   Monthly filing of a communications 

report, as required by the Lobbyist 
Registration Act in Canada.

n   Financial institutions, financial 
sector and competition, securities 
regulation, taxation, industry, 
internal trade, small business, 
agriculture, consumer interests, 
employment and training, 
environment, and policy

n   To understand and influence 
regulation and reform

n   To advance innovation and best 
practices in financial and regulatory 
matters

Social and environmental NGOs

Our Corporate Citizenship team 
liaises and dialogues with charities, 
numerous NGOs and think tanks 

n   Environmental issues 
n   Social issues

n   To consider current trends in 
strategy, policy and position 
development, and in community 
investment decisions

 

Source: Royal Bank of Canada 2012 Corporate Responsibility Report, page 18
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4. High-priority focus areas
How does your company present topics that are particularly important  
to it and its key stakeholders?

Indicate your company’s high-priority topics (also often called “material 
issues” by sustainability practitioners), while explaining how these topics 
were identified and addressed both in your company’s current strategy and 
programs and in its strategic planning. 

Develop a graph or matrix to compare your company’s high-priority topics 
to those of your key stakeholders. This graph can help to clarify and justify 
the topics that you are including in your annual sustainability report. See 
the section on “High-Priority Topics” in Chapter 3 for more information. 

Reporting Examples: 

a) TD: Outlining key trends, high-priority (material) topics,  
how these topics have changed in recent years, and why  
the topics are important
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Source: TD 2012 Corporate Responsibility Report, pages 14-15
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b) Teck: Outlining material topics and what they mean to Teck  
and its stakeholders

11Overview  |  Generations

  Governance and Financial Performance

Ensuring sound business practices through good governance, accountability and 
ethical business practices, including transparency and anti-corruption  

Ensuring the healthy financial performance of our business by addressing factors 
such as production, global demand, market volatility and business growth

 Ensuring Sound Governance and  
Business Ethics

Ensuring Healthy Financial Performance  

  Community

Creating economic opportunities for communities through local and Indigenous 
procurement and hiring, investing in communities to enhance quality of life, and 
demonstrating social and environmental benefits for our COIs

Monitoring and managing impacts and potential impacts on communities in order 
to maintain our licence to operate

Seeking collaborative solutions, meaningful consultation and mutually beneficial 
agreements with Indigenous Peoples in recognition of their unique interests and 
concerns related to development

Respecting and contributing to the realization of human rights for our employees 
and our COIs

Creating early, meaningful, consistent and transparent opportunities for COI 
engagement with our company

 Maximizing Sustainable Benefits for 
Communities  

Managing Impacts on Communities  

Understanding and Respecting the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples 

Respecting Human Rights 

Creating Opportunities for Meaningful 
Community Engagement

  Our People

Developing technical programs to continually improve our safety performance, 
including learning from high-potential incidents

Developing a values-based safety system that fosters commitment to and 
leadership in safety from every employee

Understanding global trends and employee demographics in order to plan for our 
current and future workforce requirements

Directing our efforts to attract, retain and develop the most qualified people

Maintaining positive and productive labour and management relationships 

Operating with Excellence in Safety  

Building a Culture of Safety  

Planning for Our Current and Future Workforce 

Attracting, Retaining and Developing Talent

Building Positive and Productive Labour and 
Management Relations

  Water

Minimizing the impacts of our activities on water quality

Minimizing the amount of water used (on an intensity basis) to conduct our activities

Ensuring that our activities consider other water users in the watersheds where 
we operate

Protecting Water Quality 

Minimizing Water Use Intensity

Promoting the Fair Use of Water 

Material Topic  What This Means for Teck  

Table 1

2012 Material Topics

Source: Teck 2012 Sustainability Report, page 11

5. Key performance indicators, performance and impact
How does your company measure its sustainability performance? How do 
you know whether your sustainability performance is advancing, and how  
it is impacting society, the environment and your bottom line?

Use key performance indicators (KPIs) corresponding to high-priority  
topics to show how your company’s performance is improving and  
whether it is meeting expectations/targets. The number of topics that  
a company reports on may influence how, or whether, it reports against 
various guidelines. 
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Most reporting guidelines are flexible. As explained in the following table, 
the GRI, for example, gives reporters the option of “Core” disclosure (i.e., 
reporting on a select number of high-priority topics/aspects) or “Compre-
hensive” disclosure (reporting on all topics/aspects) in order for them to  
be in accordance with its guidelines. 

Source: GRI (2013) Reporting Principles and Standard Disclosures

Additional reporting indicators that your company may wish to consider, 
which are sector specific and are largely aligned with the GRI, are those 
developed by SASB. More information on SASB can be found in the 
Resource Index.

Explain how KPIs have been chosen, describe a KPI if there is a chance 
that it may not be widely understood (e.g., TRIR = total recorded incidence 
rate) and describe how progress in an area has (or will) will lead to better 
business prospects and performance.

Quantitative performance is widely used as it measures sustainability 
performance, allowing you to compare your company’s performance to 
its peers or to its own performance in prior years. Qualitative performance 
can indicate your company’s progress in meeting a specific goal, objective 
or initiative (e.g., new training provided to staff) and contextualize  
the “impact” of key initiatives and investments.
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Provide charts or graphs to show how performance has changed (i.e., 
through year-by-year comparison) across your company’s value chain, 
and whether it is getting closer to meeting its targets. Because members 
of your audience may have varied interests — big picture versus specif-
ics — consider offering performance information that can be accessed  
both by topic and as a consolidated file.

Report Examples: 

a) Vancity: Providing infographics and context linked to progress 
toward sustainability targets

Source: The Vancity Effect — Vancity 2012 Annual Report, page 25
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b) Hemlock Printers: Offering infographics and supporting data linked 
to a competitive advantage — the demographic and tenure of its staff

Source: Hemlock Printers, Sustainability Report 2012, page 10
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c) Loblaw Companies Limited: Offering detailed targets and 
achievements along with colour coded symbols indicating  
whether adequate progress was achieved 

2012 Loblaw Corporate Social Responsibility Report › Targets and Achievements › Respect the Environment

http://www.loblaw-reports.ca/responsibility/2012/targets-and-achievements/respect-the-environment/[1/22/2014 1:04:51 PM]

Respect the Environment Source with Integrity Make a Positive
 Difference in Our
 Community

Reflect Our
 Nation's Diversity

Be a Great Place
 to Work

Home Targets and Achievements Respect the Environment

Learn more

LOBLAW BRANDS AND
 BANNERS

LOBLAW 2012 FINANCIAL
 PERFORMANCE

LOBLAW CORPORATE
 GOVERNANCE CHARTERS
 AND POLICIES

Targets and Achievements

TARGET MET ON TRACK TARGET NOT MET

TARGET MET ON TRACK TARGET NOT MET

TARGETS ACHIEVEMENTS PROGRESS

WASTE REDUCTION

Reduce waste from corporate stores in
 each region by an additional 5% relative to
 2011 results: Atlantic, 72%; Quebec, 62%;
 Ontario, 72%; West, 53%.

Diverted corporate store-generated waste as follows: Atlantic, 66%;
 Quebec, 60%; Ontario, 74%; West, 54%.

Achieve an average of 80% waste
 diversion from landfill at distribution
 centres.

Diverted 81% of distribution centre-generated waste nationally.

Achieve an average of 80% waste
 diversion from landfill at store support
 centres.

Diverted 76% of store support centre-generated waste nationally.

Expand organic waste diversion in two
 additional distribution centres.

Expanded organic waste diversion programs in eight distribution
 centres.

Increase the use of Reusable Plastic
 Containers (RPC), used for shipping, to
 19 million cases.

Increased the use of Reusable Plastic Containers (RPCs) to
 14.8 million cases. We did not achieve our target; however, we
 have quadrupled the use of RPCs since 2011.

Divert 900,000 pounds of plastic plant pots
 and flats from landfill, to bring total to 5
 million pounds diverted since inception of
 our national recycling program in 2008.

Diverted approximately 1,135,000 pounds of plastic plant pots and
 flats from landfill in 2012, bringing our total to 5,235,000 pounds of
 plastic plant pots and flats diverted from landfill since the inception
 of our national recycling program in 2008.

Roll out e-stubs (paperless paystubs) for
 colleagues at corporate stores and
 distribution centres.

Program rolled out to all colleagues and franchisees nationally,
 eliminating the need to mail approximately 1,395,000 paper
 paystubs annually.

FOOD WASTE

Monitor and assess perishable food waste
 in corporate stores and distribution
 centres.

Collaborated with industry associations in Canada and the U.S.A. to
 launch initiatives to reduce food waste in both our supply chain and
 corporate stores. Targets will be developed in 2013.

Pilot a perishable food diversion program in
 partnership with food recovery programs.

Program in place where select corporate stores in the Greater
 Toronto Area are partnered with Second Harvest to donate fresh
 perishable food items.

Work closely with the Loblaw Chair in
 Sustainable Food Production, Dr. Ralph
 Martin, at the University of Guelph to
 identify and develop knowledge about key
 issues/trends around food sustainability.

The Chair is focused on sustainable food production in Canada.
 Research areas include reducing food waste, energy use, and
 greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture.

PACKAGING REDUCTION

Continue progress toward reduction of non-
recyclable packaging on control brand
 products by 50% (equivalent to 5,000
 products by year-end 2013.

Since implementing the target in 2009, we have reduced non-
recyclable packaging in 511 control brand products.

Continue progress toward overall 5%
 reduction in packaging on control brand
 products (equivalent to 11.8 million
 kilograms) by year-end 2015.

Reduced packaging in 98 control brand products by more than
 104,000 kilograms in 2012.

Since implementing the target in 2009, we have reduced packaging
 in 205 control brand products by 4,056,022 kilograms.

Test new types of recyclable packaging
 and work with municipalities and regional
 recyclers to accept a broader range of
 packaging for recycling.

In 2011, we made a significant impact by working with the
 manufacturing and retail industries to convert to polyethylene
 terephthalate (PET) clamshells for products sold in our stores.

This year, we ran exclusive tests with the regional municipality of
 York on compostable shopping bags sold at checkout.

Set levels of post-consumer content by
 material type for all control brand
 packaging.

Researched the feasibility of each major material type; however,
 specific targets were not set due to lack of availability of approved
 material content. As part of our sustainable packaging decision
 tree, we have incorporated considerations for post-consumer
 content to drive increased use.

Advocate for a national industry
 stewardship strategy.

Participated in the establishment of the Grocers/Manufacturers
 Collaborative in partnership with grocery retailers and food vendors
 in Canada. The Canadian Steward Service Agency, a
 subcommittee, is dedicated to product packaging and stewardship
 fees and tasked with developing a national industry stewardship
 strategy in Canada.

ENERGY REDUCTION

Reduce total energy consumption by 3%
 per square foot in existing corporate
 stores.

Reduced energy consumption by 3.1% per square foot.

Complete lighting retrofits in 80 corporate
 stores across Canada.

Completed lighting retrofits in 127 corporate stores.

Implement solar panel projects in 10
 corporate stores in Ontario.

To date, we have four solar panel projects in commercial operation
 with 12 projects under construction.

Develop business case for the use of
 alternative refrigeration systems to reduce
 synthetic refrigerant use in corporate
 stores.

Plan in place to install a transcritical CO  refrigeration system in a
 new corporate store in 2013.

Complete lighting retrofits in three
 distribution centres across Canada.

Completed lighting retrofits in six distribution centres.

FUEL REDUCTION AND FLEET EFFICIENCY

Add four non-diesel-burning reefer trailers
 to our fleet.

Targeted activities not implemented in 2012. Testing will commence
 in 2013.

Add non-diesel-burning equipment to our
 trucks to help reduce idling.

All sleeper cabs purchased in 2012 are equipped with non-diesel-
burning auxiliary power units (APUs) to help reduce idling.

Increase the number of loads by rail by
 20%.

Shipped 22,907 loads of product by rail. We were short of our target
 due to the CP rail strike in the first quarter of the year which
 impacted our progress.

Reducing the carbon footprint in our fleet is a priority and we will
 continue to use rail as much as possible to ship products to
 distribution centres.

Replace 75% of our transport fleet with
 newer trucks that comply with U.S. EPA
 2010 emission standards by year-end
 2015.

On track to achieve target. Currently we have replaced 59% of our
 total transport fleet with new, more efficient trucks.

Reduce the carbon footprint in our fleet by:
Expanding the use of long-combination
 vehicles (LCV) in Ontario and Quebec
Increasing our cube per load
Increasing the number of Lift-a-Deck
 systems in Ontario and Quebec
Increasing our backhaul trips by 15%
Reducing driver idle time by 20% relative
 to 2011.

Made great strides in reducing the carbon footprint in our fleet; for
 example, we:

Doubled the number of LCV vehicles in Ontario and Quebec –
 four vehicles in total
Increased our cube per load by shipping more than 19.8 million
 more cases of product in 12,476 fewer loads
Added Lift-a-Deck systems in 10 trailers to increase cube volume
Increased our backhaul trips from 163,379 trips in 2011 to
 189,409 in 2012
Reduced driver idle time to 7.9%, a 12% improvement vs. 2011.

2

BACK TO TOP

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

CSR AT LOBLAW

HIGHLIGHTS

TARGETS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

2013 TARGETS

RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT

SOURCE WITH INTEGRITY

MAKE A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE
 IN OUR COMMUNITY

REFLECT OUR NATION'S
 DIVERSITY

BE A GREAT PLACE TO WORK

DOWNLOAD PDF (9.1 MB)

WWW.LOBLAW.CA

© 2013 Loblaw Companies Ltd.

2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report Français Home Glossary Site Map Contact Us

Source: Loblaw Companies Limited, 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility 
Report — online reporting
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6. Balance and clarity
How clearly does your company communicate its sustainability priorities, 
plans and performance? Does it provide a well-rounded picture of its  
successes, challenges, risks and opportunities? 

Show your stakeholders how a focused and effective sustainability pro-
gram will improve your overall future direction (i.e., improving bottom line, 
reducing risks, increasing competitiveness), so that there is a strong link 
between sustainability and corporate strategy. 

Know your audiences and how they may wish to learn about your com-
pany’s sustainability priorities, programs and performance. Provide a 
balanced picture by including details about risks, challenges and shortcom-
ings along with the story of your company’s successes and future opportu-
nities. A “warts and all” approach shows confidence, particularly when  
it includes an explanation of the actions the company is taking to improve 
its performance. 

Let others tell your story by using pictures, testimonials and case studies 
from stakeholder groups and outside organizations. Additionally, the CEO 
“welcome letter” and other high-level messaging should make it clear that 
your company is open to stakeholder feedback, well informed about stake-
holder issues and concerns, and confident in its ability to address them. 
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Reporting Examples: 

a) Unilever: CEO letter focusing on the company’s plans to adapt  
to new risks

Source: Unilever website — online reporting 
www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/ourapproach/messageceo/index.aspx

www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/ourapproach/messageceo/index.aspx
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b) MEC: Outlining the five-year strategy, successes and social compliance 
priorities, including “violations we deem to be unacceptable” 

Source: 2012 MEC Accountability Report — online reporting
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7. Credibility
How does your company prove the accuracy of its performance data and 
the credibility of its claims? 

Describe how your company addresses potential concerns about the reli-
ability of its data and claims through a combination of consistently applied 
internal auditing practices, independent quality assurance, and stakeholder 
review/feedback on the overall structure, topics and tone of the report.

Provide letters from your company’s internal audit team and from third 
party reviewers that explain the review process, present the findings of the 
review, clearly indicate any changes resulting from the review and include 
recommendations for process improvements. If a stakeholder committee 
reviews your report, summarize the committee’s feedback and show how 
your company is responding.
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Reporting Examples: 

a) Shell: Sharing feedback from its External Review Committee which 
evaluates its reporting and overall sustainability commitments
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Source: Shell 2012 Sustainability Report — online reporting
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b) Barrick: Assurance including observed improvements and 
recommendations to ensure alignment with global programs  
and guidelines, and improved stakeholder communication
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Source: Barrick 2012 Corporate Responsibility Report, pages 92-93
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8. Institutionalization of sustainability reporting
How does your company ensure that its sustainability reporting supports 
the company’s brand and strategic messaging, and that it is aligned with 
the company’s annual financial reports and other communications? 

Identify opportunities for your company to coordinate the planning and 
resourcing of its financial and sustainability reporting so that they can 
deliver consistent high-level messages. For example, show that all of the 
company’s strategy, objectives and targets are aligned, rather than segre-
gating those that are unique to sustainability. Make it clear that sustainabil-
ity is integral to your business — a “must do” rather than a “nice to do”. 

Consider applying the basic design and format of your company’s financial 
reporting to your sustainability report and reference certain key points in 
both reports. The documents do not have to be identical, but they should 
be complementary. 

Beyond the cover and design, make sure that the tone and content relating 
to risks and priorities are consistent. Show that through its sustainability ini-
tiatives, your company has highlighted risks similar to those identified in the 
management’s discussion and analysis (MD&A) of its annual financial report.
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Reporting Examples: 

a) Avalon Rare Metals: Sharing the related MD&A section in its online 
sustainability reporting, and indicating where sustainability issues 
impact key risk areas

Source: Avalon Rare Metals — online sustainability reporting
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b) Maple Leaf Foods: Applying similar design, themes and messaging  
in its 2012 annual financial and sustainability reports

Source: Maple Leaf Foods 2012 Sustainability Report and 2012 Annual Report
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CHAPTER 5

Moving Forward

The observation that “life is a journey, not a destination” provides a helpful 
way of thinking about sustainability reporting. If you are putting together your 
company’s first sustainability report, this overview of trends, guidelines, pro-
cesses and practices will help you get started, but keep in mind that reporting 
effectiveness comes with experience. 

For most early stage or first time sustainability reporters, coming out of the 
gate with a fully comprehensive report is often unrealistic. In fact, trying to 
cover too much significant ground in reporting can sometimes detract from 
the effort and commitment that your company is putting into improving its 
sustainability programs. 

Think about developing a phased approach to sustainability reporting (e.g., a 
two- to three-year plan) and then, after reviewing your resources and capabili-
ties, establish an achievable goal for your first report. Remember, in sustain-
ability reporting you do get credit for effort and for showing how you intend 
to reach your sustainability performance and reporting goals. 

As you learn by doing, you will develop an understanding of how sustainability 
reporting guidelines apply to what your company really does. You will better 
define and understand your high-priority topics and stakeholder audiences. 
And you will build a stronger network of partners and resources, both internal 
and external, to support your continuous improvement. 

By moving forward with a focus on high-priority topics and steadily building 
upon what you can do, you will soon be able to produce sustainability reports 
that meet your company’s objectives and your stakeholders’ expectations. 
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The following reports and resources can provide additional support to your 
company when planning its initial approaches and considering how it can  
continuously improve its sustainability reporting:

American Chemistry Council: Responsible Care program elements, perfor-
mance and fact sheets http://bit.ly/13NS2f4 

CPA Canada: Sustainability reporting news, publications and resources  
http://bit.ly/16GnJ9K 

CPA Canada: Corporate Reporting Awards process, application and annual 
events related information http://bit.ly/12TwwGf 

Carbon Disclosure Project: Company responses, country and program reports, 
and leadership index http://bit.ly/cPcBHK 

Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants (CICA): SMEs Set Their Sights on Sustainability. Case Studies  
of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises from UK, US and Canada  
http://bit.ly/1bDqM5t 

CIMA, AICPA and CICA: Evolution of Corporate Sustainability Practices,  
Perspectives from the UK, US and Canada  
www.cica.ca/publications/list-of-publications/manual/item45663.pdf 

Cohen, Elaine: Sustainability Reporting for SMEs: Competitive Advantage 
through Transparency, Do Sustainability (for purchase) http://bit.ly/YH47CQ 

Deloitte: Disclosure of Long-Term Business Value: What Matters?  
www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Services/additional-services/deloitte-sustain
ability/962cef0ae3c26310VgnVCM2000001b56f00aRCRD.htm

Deutsche Borse Group: Communicating Sustainability, Seven recommendations 
for issuers http://bit.ly/17yVgUk 

http://bit.ly/13NS2f4
http://bit.ly/16GnJ9K
http://bit.ly/12TwwGf
http://bit.ly/cPcBHK
http://bit.ly/1bDqM5t
www.cica.ca/publications/list-of-publications/manual/item45663.pdf
http://bit.ly/YH47CQ
www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Services/additional-services/deloitte-sustainability/962cef0ae3c26310VgnVCM2000001b56f00aRCRD.htm
www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Services/additional-services/deloitte-sustainability/962cef0ae3c26310VgnVCM2000001b56f00aRCRD.htm
http://bit.ly/17yVgUk
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Equator Principles: Credit risk management framework for evaluating  
environmental and social risk in project financial transactions  
www.equator-principles.com/ 

Ernst & Young: The Value of Sustainability Reporting — recent trends and  
an updated business case for sustainability reporting http://bit.ly/14IIHoP 

Global Reporting Initiative: G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines — principles, 
standard disclosures and implementation manuals http://bit.ly/16NDmkj 

Global Reporting Initiative: Sector supplements — sector-specific indicators  
in addition to standard disclosures  
www.globalreporting.org/reporting/sector-guidance/Pages/default.aspx 

International Finance Corporation: IFC Performance Standards and Guideline 
Notes http://bit.ly/13pQGaU 

KPMG: International Corporate Responsibility Reporting Survey,  
http://bit.ly/vEkrdz 

Mining Association of Canada: Towards Sustainable Mining principles, perfor-
mance measures, protocols, progress reports and verification service providers 
http://bit.ly/18NZybL 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers: Corporate Sustainability Reporting in Canada —  
CFERF executive research report  
www.pwc.com/ca/en/sustainability/corporate-sustainability-reporting-down-
load-form.jhtml 

Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada: e3Plus principles and tool-
kit for sustainability in exploration mining companies http://bit.ly/13wU9kZ 

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board: Standards, sector groups and 
recent approaches www.sasb.org/ 

The Works Design: Reporting Trends — insights in sustainability reporting trends 
and practices http://csr.worksdesign.com/insight.htm 

Toronto Stock Exchange and CPA Canada: A Primer for Environmental and 
Social Disclosure www.cpacanada.ca/primer

United Nations: Principles for Responsible Investment — principles, signatories 
and publications www.unpri.org 

United Nations Global Compact: Making the Connection: Using the GRI G3.1 
Guidelines to Communicate Progress on The UN Global Compact Principles 
http://bit.ly/18SXymd

http://www.equator-principles.com/
http://bit.ly/14IIHoP
http://bit.ly/16NDmkj
www.globalreporting.org/reporting/sector-guidance/Pages/default.aspx
http://bit.ly/13pQGaU
http://bit.ly/vEkrdz
http://bit.ly/18NZybL
www.pwc.com/ca/en/sustainability/corporate-sustainability-reporting-download-form.jhtml
www.pwc.com/ca/en/sustainability/corporate-sustainability-reporting-download-form.jhtml
http://bit.ly/13wU9kZ
www.sasb.org/
http://csr.worksdesign.com/insight.htm
www.cpacanada.ca/primer
www.unpri.org
http://bit.ly/18SXymd
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CDP — The Carbon Disclosure Project is a reporting initiative that uses the 
power of measurement and information disclosure to help organizations 
improve the management of environmental risk19

e3Plus — Sustainability framework for responsible exploration20

GRI — The Global Reporting Initiative, developers of the G4 sustainability 
reporting guidelines

ISO 26000 — An international standard that provides guidance on how busi-
nesses and organizations can operate in a socially responsible way21

IFC — International Finance Corporation

IFC Performance Standards — Advise companies on how they can define their 
responsibilities for managing their environmental and social risks22

IIRC — International Integrated Reporting Council is a global coalition of regula-
tors, investors, companies, standard setters, the accounting profession and 
NGOs which have developed a framework for integrating environmental, social 
and governance priorities, risks and performance in corporate reporting.

MAC — Mining Association of Canada

PDAC — Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada

19 www.cdproject.net/en-US/Respond/Pages/companies.aspx

20 www.pdac.ca/programs/e3-plus

21 www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso26000.htm

22 www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/3be1a68049a78dc8b7e4f7a8c6a8312a/PS1_English_2012.
pdf?MOD=AJPERES

www.cdproject.net/en-US/Respond/Pages/companies.aspx
www.pdac.ca/programs/e3-plus
www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso26000.htm
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/3be1a68049a78dc8b7e4f7a8c6a8312a/PS1_English_2012.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/3be1a68049a78dc8b7e4f7a8c6a8312a/PS1_English_2012.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
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Responsible Care — The chemistry industry’s commitment to sustainability 
including the betterment of society, the environment and the economy23 

SASB — The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board is a non-profit that pro-
vides standards for use by publicly listed corporations in the U.S. in disclosing 
material sustainability issues for the benefit of investors and the public24

Stakeholders — Groups or individuals who can affect or be affected by the 
achievements and impacts of your business25

Sustainability — Meeting the needs of current generations without compromis-
ing the ability of future generations to meet their own needs26

TSM — Towards Sustainable Mining is a set of guiding principles and perfor-
mance elements that govern key activities of companies in all sectors of the 
mining and mineral processing industry27

UNGC — The United Nations Global Compact is a strategic policy initiative for 
businesses that are committed to aligning their operations and strategies with 
10 universally accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labour, environ-
ment and anti-corruption28

UNPRI — The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment is an inter-
national network of investors working together to understand the implications 
of sustainability for investors and to support signatories in incorporating these 
issues into their investment decision-making and ownership practices29

23 www.canadianchemistry.ca/ResponsibleCareHome.aspx

24 www.sasb.org/

25 http://lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=stakeholders

26 www.unece.org/oes/nutshell/2004-2005/focus_sustainable_development.html

27 www.pdac.ca/programs/e3-plus

28 www.unglobalcompact.org/AboutTheGC/index.html

29 www.unpri.org/about-pri/about-pri/

www.canadianchemistry.ca/ResponsibleCareHome.aspx
www.sasb.org/
http://lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=stakeholders
www.unece.org/oes/nutshell/2004-2005/focus_sustainable_development.html
www.pdac.ca/programs/e3-plus
www.unglobalcompact.org/AboutTheGC/index.html
www.unpri.org/about-pri/about-pri/
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